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One Hundred Years of Solitude
The re-issue of a remarkable first novel by a young, gay, black author who
fashioned a deeply moving and compelling coming of age story out of the highly
controversial issues of bisexuality and AIDS. Law school, girlfriends, and career
choices were all part of Raymond Tyler's life, but there were other, more terrifying
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issues for him to confront. Being black was tough enough, but Raymond was
becoming more and more conscious of sexual feelings that he knew weren't
"right." He was completely committed to Sela, his longtime girlfriend, but his
attraction to Kelvin, whom he had met during his last year in law school, had
become more than just a friendship. Fleeing to New York to escape both Sela and
Kelvin, Raymond finds himself more confused than ever before. New
relationships--both male and female--give him enormous pleasure but keep him
from finding the inner peace and lasting love he so desperately desires. The
horrible illness and death of a friend eventually force Raymond, at last, to face the
truth. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Invisible
Children's author, Yoshiko Uchida, describes growing up in Berkeley, California, as
a Nisei, second generation Japanese American, and her family's internment in a
Nevada concentration camp during World War II.

Invisible Killer
From the fleeting optimism of Kennedy's Camelot to the fearsome specter of the
age of AIDS, this impressive, powerfully-written debut novel follows the lives of two
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young people and their stormy relationship that parallels the moral confusion of
America over the next 30 years.

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
The only collection of Rattray's prose: essays that offer a kind of secret history and
guidebook to a poetic and mystical tradition. In order to become one of the
invisible, it is necessary to throw oneself into the arms of God Some of us stayed
for weeks, some for months, some forever. —from How I Became One of the
Invisible Since its first publication in 1992, David Rattray's How I Became One of
the Invisible has functioned as a kind of secret history and guidebook to a poetic
and mystical tradition running through Western civilization from Pythagoras to In
Nomine music to Hölderlin and Antonin Artaud. Rattray not only excavated this
tradition, he embodied and lived it. He studied at Harvard and the Sorbonne but
remained a poet, outside the academy. His stories “Van” and “The Angel”
chronicle his travels in southern Mexico with his friend, the poet Van Buskirk, and
his adventures after graduating from Dartmouth in the mid-1950s. Eclipsed by the
more mediagenic Beat writers during his lifetime, Rattray has become a powerful
influence on contemporary artists and writers. Living in Paris, Rattray became the
first English translator of Antonin Artaud, and he understood Artaud's incisive
scholarship and technological prophecies as few others would. As he writes of his
translations in How I Became One of the Invisible, “You have to identify with the
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man or the woman. If you don't, then you shouldn't be translating it. Why would
you translate something that you didn't think had an important message for other
people? I translated Artaud because I wanted to turn my friends on and pass a
message that had relevance to our lives. Not to get a grant, or be hired by an
English department.” Compiled in the months before his untimely death at age 57,
How I Became One of the Invisible is the only volume of Rattray's prose. This new
edition, edited by Robert Dewhurst, includes five additional pieces, two of them
previously unpublished.

Angels
Provides a rhetorical analysis of female spirit mediums autobiographies in the
historical and social contexts of Victorian-era America. Invisible Hosts explores how
the central tenets of Spiritualism influenced ways in which women conceived of
their bodies and their civic responsibilities, arguing that Spiritualist ideologies
helped to lay the foundation for the social and political advances made by women
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As public figures, female spirit
mediums of the Victorian era were often accused of unfeminine (and therefore
transgressive) behavior. A rhetorical analysis of nineteenth-century spirit
mediums autobiographies reveals how these women convinced readers of their
authenticity both as respectable women and as psychics. The author argues that
these womens autobiographies reflect an attempt to emulate feminine virtues
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even as their interpretation and performance of these virtues helped to transform
prevailing gender stereotypes. She demonstrates that the social performance
central to the production of womens autobiography is uniquely complicated by
Spiritualist ideology. Such complications reveal new information about how women
represented themselves, gained agency, and renegotiated nineteenth-century
gender roles.

The Invisible Soldier
Almost everything about Wallace, an introverted African-American transplant from
Alabama, is at odds with the lakeside Midwestern university town where he is
studying for a biochem degree. For reasons of self-preservation, he has kept a
distance even from his own friends - some dating each other, some dating women,
some feigning straightness. But a series of confrontations with colleagues, and an
unexpected encounter with a young straight man, conspire to fracture his
defences, while revealing hidden currents of resentment and desire that threaten
the equilibrium of their community.

The Invisible Emperor
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Semi Invisible Man
Joyce Carol Oates has written some of the most enduring fiction of our time,
including the national bestsellers We Were the Mulvaneys and Blonde, which was
nominated for the National Book Award. In her acceptance speech for the National
Book Award in 1970, Joyce Carol Oates remarked that 'language is all we have to
pit against death and silence.' In this remarkable new collection of interviews
spanning more than 35 years of Oates's career, she talks candidly and insightfully
about literature, the writing life, her background, and many other topics. These
interviews should interest not only Oates's many fans but anyone who cares about
contemporary American literature. The interviews range from Robert Phillip's in
The Paris Review to Lawrence Grobel's in Playboy. Though previously published,
often in literary magazines, the majority have never appeared in book form.

The Invisible Shining
Provides insight on Charlie Brandt, a seemingly normal Florida man who was
actually a serial killer known for gruesomely removing his victim's hearts and
eating them.

Invisible Life
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Data is fundamental to the modern world. From economic development, to
healthcare, to education and public policy, we rely on numbers to allocate
resources and make crucial decisions. But because so much data fails to take into
account gender, because it treats men as the default and women as atypical, bias
and discrimination are baked into our systems. And women pay tremendous costs
for this bias, in time, money, and often with their lives. Celebrated feminist
advocate Caroline Criado Perez investigates shocking root cause of gender
inequality and research in Invisible Women†‹, diving into women’s lives at home,
the workplace, the public square, the doctor’s office, and more. Built on hundreds
of studies in the US, the UK, and around the world, and written with energy, wit,
and sparkling intelligence, this is a groundbreaking, unforgettable exposé that will
change the way you look at the world.

Almost Invisible
What if you had just learned that your days are about to come to an end? Would
you quietly accept your destiny, or would you fight this one final battle? And what
if the demons of your past disturb the delicate reconciliation you thought you had
found? These are the questions facing John Kadel in "If only I could," a simple story
about love. This is not a romance. It is a tale of the true and lasting love each of us
dreams about, the undeniable love only some of us find in a lifetime of searching.
John Kadel is a stubborn, single old man with a colorful past and questions for
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which he has no answers. Not long after his doctor hands him a death sentence,
John runs into someone from his past.

Pagan Babies
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL
INDIE BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER #1 Indie Next Pick and
#1 LibraryReads Pick - October 2020 Recommended by Entertainment Weekly,
Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine A “Best Of” Book From: CNN
*Amazon Editors * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble *
Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library
Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The
Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish *
Book Riot * In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible
Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genredefying tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget.
France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian
bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she meets. Thus
begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will
play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young woman
learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes
when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden
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bookstore and he remembers her name. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Invisible Ink
The incredible autobiography of an exiled child during WWII.

Invisible Ink
Peter Bowles, father of the Beat movement, went from being a bestselling novelist
to becoming a mysterious cult figure, influential amongst the American expatriate
community in Tangier. This biography, the author's first book, is based on
interviews with Bowles and those who have known him best. It reveals more than
Bowles' autobiography, "Without Stopping", exploring his childhood, marriage and
self-imposed exile from America.

The Invisible Life of Ivan Isaenko
In November, 1915, a shy, cosseted and rather pompous bank clerk left Canada to
fight as a lieutenant on the battlefields of Europe. Despite genteel poverty, his
mother had raised him to be the heir to both military greatness and aristocratic
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splendour. She even followed him to Europe in an attempt to manipulate his
destiny. But in the awful killing ground of the Ypres Salient, and subsequently at
Vimy and Passchendaele, William Arthur Peel Durie came to understand something
of the man he was, instead of the man he was supposed to be. Mother was not
pleased. When her son died in the trenches of France, Anna Durie could once again
control his fate. Despite the dictates of Britain and the Empire stating that soldiers
who fell in the Great War must rest with their comrades, she made up her mind to
steal his body from its grave in the military cemetery near Lens and smuggle it
home to the Toronto family plot. Veronica Cusack has unearthed a treasure trove
of letters, memoirs, and war records and used them to brilliantly recreate a soldier
finding himself in battle and a woman driven by her maternal obsession.

The Invisible Bridge
A collection of stories exploring the discovery of strong emotional attachments by
the various characters

If Only I Could
If offered the chance—by cloak, spell, or superpower—to be invisible, who wouldn’t
want to give it a try? We are drawn to the idea of stealthy voyeurism and the
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ability to conceal our own acts, but as desirable as it may seem, invisibility is also
dangerous. It is not just an optical phenomenon, but a condition full of ethical
questions. As esteemed science writer Philip Ball reveals in this book, the story of
invisibility is not so much a matter of how it might be achieved but of why we want
it and what we would do with it. In this lively look at a timeless idea, Ball provides
the first comprehensive history of our fascination with the unseen. This sweeping
narrative moves from medieval spell books to the latest nanotechnology, from fairy
tales to telecommunications, from camouflage to ghosts to the dawn of nuclear
physics and the discovery of dark energy. Along the way, Invisible tells little-known
stories about medieval priests who blamed their misdeeds on spirits; the Cock
Lane ghost, which intrigued both Samuel Johnson and Charles Dickens; the
attempts by Victorian scientist William Crookes to detect forces using tiny
windmills; novelist Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s belief that he was unseen when in his
dressing gown; and military efforts to enlist magicians to hide tanks and ships
during WWII. Bringing in such voices as Plato and Shakespeare, Ball provides not
only a scientific history but a cultural one—showing how our simultaneous desire
for and suspicion of the invisible has fueled invention and the imagination for
centuries. In this unusual and clever book, Ball shows that our fantasies about
being unseen—and seeing the unseen—reveal surprising truths about who we are.

American Lonesome
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The best-selling author of Nixonland presents a portrait of the United States during
the turbulent political and economic upheavals of the 1970s, covering events
ranging from the Arab oil embargo and the era of Patty Hearst to the collapse of
the South Vietnamese government and the rise of Ronald Reagan.

Joyce Carol Oates
One of the 20th century's enduring works, One Hundred Years of Solitude is a
widely beloved and acclaimed novel known throughout the world, and the ultimate
achievement in a Nobel Prize–winning career. The novel tells the story of the rise
and fall of the mythical town of Macondo through the history of the Buendía family.
It is a rich and brilliant chronicle of life and death, and the tragicomedy of
humankind. In the noble, ridiculous, beautiful, and tawdry story of the Buendía
family, one sees all of humanity, just as in the history, myths, growth, and decay of
Macondo, one sees all of Latin America. Love and lust, war and revolution, riches
and poverty, youth and senility -- the variety of life, the endlessness of death, the
search for peace and truth -- these universal themes dominate the novel. Whether
he is describing an affair of passion or the voracity of capitalism and the corruption
of government, Gabriel García Márquez always writes with the simplicity, ease, and
purity that are the mark of a master. Alternately reverential and comical, One
Hundred Years of Solitude weaves the political, personal, and spiritual to bring a
new consciousness to storytelling. Translated into dozens of languages, this
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stunning work is no less than an accounting of the history of the human race.

The Phantom Tollbooth
The bestselling author delves into his past and discovers the inspiring story of his
grandmother’s extraordinary life She was black and a woman and a prosecutor, a
graduate of Smith College and the granddaughter of slaves, as dazzlingly unlikely a
combination as one could imagine in New York of the 1930s—and without the
strategy she devised, Lucky Luciano, the most powerful Mafia boss in history,
would never have been convicted. When special prosecutor Thomas E. Dewey
selected twenty lawyers to help him clean up the city’s underworld, she was the
only member of his team who was not a white male. Eunice Hunton Carter,
Stephen Carter’s grandmother, was raised in a world of stultifying expectations
about race and gender, yet by the 1940s, her professional and political successes
had made her one of the most famous black women in America. But her triumphs
were shadowed by prejudice and tragedy. Greatly complicating her rise was her
difficult relationship with her younger brother, Alphaeus, an avowed Communist
who—together with his friend Dashiell Hammett—would go to prison during the
McCarthy era. Yet she remained unbowed. Moving, haunting, and as fast-paced as
a novel, Invisible tells the true story of a woman who often found her path blocked
by the social and political expectations of her time. But Eunice Carter never
accepted defeat, and thanks to her grandson’s remarkable book, her long
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forgotten story is once again visible.

The Invisible Woman
Thirteen-year-old Jewel has been holding her life together ever since her older
sister, Charmaine, suddenly left home with no forwarding address. She tried to find
Charmaine once, but that only brought her family to the attention of the police.
Now Jewel keeps her head down at school, looks after her special-needs brother as
well as she can, tries to steer clear of her parents and their shady friends. Until one
of her father’s friends comes into her bedroom at night, and finally Jewel
understands why Charmaine had to leave home. Soon she is on the run herself,
hiding out in a cabin in the country, terrified of being found, afraid that social
services will force her to return to her family. When her food runs out, she returns
to town where she chances upon a new place to live — the cupboard of the art
room at school. Jewel carefully eases into her new life, avoiding the eye of teachers
and caretakers, babysitting in the afternoons for extra cash. It turns out to be
surprisingly easy to live under the radar when you have perfected the art of being
almost invisible. That is, until Jewel’s classmates, Maya and Lily, discover her
washing her hair in the girls’ washroom at school and making breakfast in the
lunchroom. They are eager to help her, and they take her on as their project, sort
of like the Barbie dolls that they rescue from yard sales and restore to sell on the
internet. They find her places to sleep, fix her hair and wardrobe — even as they
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can’t quite understand her terror, or why she is so afraid of seeking adult help. But
the girls help keep Jewel and her secret safe — until they no longer can. Told in the
alternating voices of Maya and Jewel, this is a thought-provoking and moving story
about loyalty, privilege, keeping secrets, and what it means to be a good friend.

The Invisible Writing
A New York Times Bestseller An unflinching account of what it means to be a young
black man in America today, and how the existing script for black manhood is
being rewritten in one of the most fascinating periods of American history. How do
you learn to be a black man in America? For young black men today, it means
coming of age during the presidency of Barack Obama. It means witnessing the
deaths of Oscar Grant, Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Akai Gurley, and too many
more. It means celebrating powerful moments of black self-determination for
LeBron James, Dave Chappelle, and Frank Ocean. In Invisible Man, Got the Whole
World Watching, Mychal Denzel Smith chronicles his own personal and political
education during these tumultuous years, describing his efforts to come into his
own in a world that denied his humanity. Smith unapologetically upends reigning
assumptions about black masculinity, rewriting the script for black manhood so
that depression and anxiety aren't considered taboo, and feminism and LGBTQ
rights become part of the fight. The questions Smith asks in this book are
urgent--for him, for the martyrs and the tokens, and for the Trayvons that could
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have been and are still waiting.

Remembering Mr. Shawn's New Yorker
There are a great many authors we grew up with whose books became
touchstones in our lives, who have simply disappeared. What happened to them?
Adopting false identities, switching genders, losing fortunes, descending into
alcoholism, discovering new careers, the stories of the missing authors are often
more surprising than any of the fictions they wrote. But their books live on in our
homes and our memories. They're passed to our children, to our friends, to
secondhand shops. And sometimes they surprise everyone by revealing their
secrets.

Invisible
“There are places that I have never forgotten. A little cobbled street in a smoky
mill town in the North of England has haunted me for the greater part of my life. It
was inevitable that I should write about it and the people who lived on both sides
of its ‘Invisible Wall.’ ” The narrow street where Harry Bernstein grew up, in a small
English mill town, was seemingly unremarkable. It was identical to countless other
streets in countless other working-class neighborhoods of the early 1900s, except
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for the “invisible wall” that ran down its center, dividing Jewish families on one side
from Christian families on the other. Only a few feet of cobblestones separated
Jews from Gentiles, but socially, it they were miles apart. On the eve of World War
I, Harry’s family struggles to make ends meet. His father earns little money at the
Jewish tailoring shop and brings home even less, preferring to spend his wages
drinking and gambling. Harry’s mother, devoted to her children and fiercely
resilient, survives on her dreams: new shoes that might secure Harry’s admission
to a fancy school; that her daughter might marry the local rabbi; that the entire
family might one day be whisked off to the paradise of America. Then Harry’s older
sister, Lily, does the unthinkable: She falls in love with Arthur, a Christian boy from
across the street. When Harry unwittingly discovers their secret affair, he must
choose between the morals he’s been taught all his life, his loyalty to his selfless
mother, and what he knows to be true in his own heart. A wonderfully charming
memoir written when the author was ninety-three, The Invisible Wall vibrantly
brings to life an all-but-forgotten time and place. It is a moving tale of workingclass life, and of the boundaries that can be overcome by love. From the Hardcover
edition.

The Invisible Thread
A New York Times Notable Book of 2014 We are doomed to repeat history if we fail
to learn from it, but how are we affected by the forces that are invisible to us?
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What role does Neanderthal DNA play in our genetic makeup? How did the theory
of eugenics embraced by Nazi Germany first develop? How is trust passed down in
Africa, and silence inherited in Tasmania? How are private companies like
Ancestry.com uncovering, preserving and potentially editing the past? In The
Invisible History of the Human Race, Christine Kenneally reveals that, remarkably,
it is not only our biological history that is coded in our DNA, but also our social
history. She breaks down myths of determinism and draws on cutting - edge
research to explore how both historical artefacts and our DNA tell us where we
have come from and where we may be going.

Invisible Armies: An Epic History of Guerrilla Warfare from
Ancient Times to the Present
Describes the history of unconventional and nontraditional warfare from the
nomads used by Alexander the Great to the shadowy modern battlefields of the
post-9/11 era and featuring a diverse cast of historical tacticians and
revolutionaries from Mao Zedong to Edward Lansdale.

Biography of an American Bondman
The second volume of the remarkable autobiography of Arthur Koestler, author of
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Darkness at Noon. Taken together, Arthur Koestler's volumes of autobiography
constitute an unrivalled study of a twentieth-century life. The Invisible Writing
picks up where the first volume, Arrow in the Blue, ended, with Koestler joining the
Communist Party. This second volume goes on to detail some of the most
important, gruelling and electrifying experiences in his life. This book tells of
Koestler's travels through Russia and remote parts of Soviet Central Asia and of his
life as an exile. It tells of how he survived in Franco's prisons under sentence of
death and in concentration camps in Occupied France and ends with his escape in
1940 to England, where he found stability and a new home.

Invisible Women
The Fault In Our Stars meets One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest Seventeen-year-old
Ivan Isaenko is a life-long resident of the Mazyr Hospital for Gravely Ill Children in
Belarus. For the most part, every day is exactly the same for Ivan, which is why he
turns everything into a game, manipulating people and events around him for his
own amusement. Until Polina arrives. She steals his books. She challenges his
routine. The nurses like her. She is exquisite. Soon, he cannot help being drawn to
her and the two forge a romance that is tenuous and beautiful and everything they
never dared dream of. Before, he survived by being utterly detached from things
and people. Now, Ivan wants something more: Ivan wants Polina to live.
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The Invisible History of the Human Race
Presents the true story of a friendship that has spanned three decades, recounting
how the author, a harried sales executive, befriended an eleven-year-old
panhandler, changing both of their lives forever.

The Invisible Girl
This book offers a detailed analysis of the construction, reception and eventual
decline of the cult of the Hungarian Communist Party Secretary, M ty s R kosi, one
of the most striking examples of orchestrated adulation in the Soviet bloc. While
his cult never approached the magnitude of that of Stalin, R kosi?s ambition to
outshine the other ?best disciples? and become the best of the best was manifest
in his diligence in promoting a Soviet-type following in Hungary. The main
argument of Bal zs Apor is that the cult of personality is not just a curious aspect of
communist dictatorship, it is an essential element of it. The monograph is primarily
concerned with techniques and methods of cult construction, as well as the role
various institutions played in the creation of mythical representations of political fi
gures. Separate chapters present visual and non-visual methods of cult
construction. The author engages with a wider international literature on Stalinist
cults in an impressive manner. Apor uses the case of R kosi to explore how
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personality cults are created, how such cults are perceived, and how they are
eventually unmade. The book addresses the success?generally questionable?of
such projects, as well as their uncomfortable legacies.

Real Life
Norman Lewis was the best non-famous writer of his generation. He was nonfamous because critics judged his works of travel & non-fiction as lower than the
yardstick of artistic genius represented by the novel. He spied for the British
government, raced Bugattis & lived in Ibiza. This is the story of a suburban fugitive
& adventurer.

The Invisible Wall
NATIONAL BESTSELLER "[A]n extraordinary book, a work of staggering virtuosity.
With its publication, a giant world of literature has just grown twice as
tall."--Newsday From Ralph Ellison--author of the classic novel of African-American
experience, Invisible Man--the long-awaited second novel. Here is the master of
American vernacular--the rhythms of jazz and gospel and ordinary speech--at the
height of his powers, telling a powerful, evocative tale of a prodigal of the
twentieth century. "Tell me what happened while there's still time," demands the
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dying Senator Adam Sunraider to the itinerate Negro preacher whom he calls
Daddy Hickman. As a young man, Sunraider was Bliss, an orphan taken in by
Hickman and raised to be a preacher like himself. Bliss's history encompasses the
joys of young southern boyhood; bucolic days as a filmmaker, lovemaking in a field
in the Oklahoma sun. And behind it all lies a mystery: how did this chosen child
become the man who would deny everything to achieve his goals? Brilliantly
crafted, moving, wise, Juneteenth is the work of an American master.

An Invisible Spectator
Taking advantage of privileged access to letters, journals, family, friends, and
Oates herself, an English professor presents an authorized study of the life and
work--and the connection between the two--of the acclaimed, enigmatic writer.
12,500 first printing.

Invisible Hosts
A journey through a land where Milo learns the importance of words and numbers
provides a cure for his boredom.

An Invisible Thread
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Invisible Man, Got the Whole World Watching
Charles Dickens and Nelly Ternan met in 1857; she was 18, a hard-working actress
performing in his production of The Frozen Deep, and he was 45, the most lionized
writer in England. Out of their meeting came a love affair that lasted thirteen years
and destroyed Dickens’s marriage while effacing Nelly Ternan from the public
record. In this remarkable work of biography and scholarly reconstruction, the
acclaimed biographer of Mary Wollstonecraft, Thomas Hardy, Samuel Pepys and
Jane Austen rescues Nelly from the shadows of history, not only returning the
neglected actress to her rightful place, but also providing a compelling portrait of
the great Victorian novelist himself. The result is a thrilling literary detective story
and a deeply compassionate work that encompasses all those women who were
exiled from the warm, well-lighted parlors of Victorian England.

Invisible Writer
'An intriguing exploration of the many roles that angels have played in spiritual
life.' - The Sunday Times: Nick Rennison 'In a 2016 poll, one in 10 Britons claimed
to have experienced the presence of an angel, while one in three remain convinced
that they have a guardian angel. These are huge numbers and mean that, on some
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counts, angels are doing better than God.' In the secular, sceptical, post-Christian
world of the West, continuing faith in angels is both anomaly and comfort. But
what exactly are angels, and why have so many in different times and contexts
around the globe believed in them? What is their history and role in the great
faiths and beyond their walls? Are angels something real, a manifestation of divine
concern? Or part of the poetry of religion? And can they continue to illuminate a
deeper truth about human existence and the cosmos? These are not new
questions. They have been asked over millennia, right up to the present day, as
writer, journalist and broadcaster Peter Stanford explores in Angels, his latest
investigation into the history, theology and cultural significance of religious ideas.
'There is no better navigator through the space in which art, culture and spirituality
meet than Peter Stanford' Cole Moreton, Independent on Sunday

Juneteenth
A gripping narrative history of Napoleon Bonaparte's ten-month exile on the
Mediterranean island of Elba In the spring of 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte was
defeated. Having overseen an empire spanning half the European continent and
governed the lives of some eighty million people, he suddenly found himself exiled
to Elba, less than a hundred square miles of territory. This would have been the
end of him, if Europe's rulers had had their way. But soon enough Napoleon
imposed his preternatural charisma and historic ambition on both his captors and
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the very island itself, plotting his return to France and to power. After ten months
of exile, he escaped Elba with just of over a thousand supporters in tow, marched
to Paris, and retook the Tuileries Palace--all without firing a shot. Not long after,
tens of thousands of people would die fighting for and against him at Waterloo.
Braude dramatizes this strange exile and improbable escape in granular detail and
with novelistic relish, offering sharp new insights into a largely overlooked
moment. He details a terrific cast of secondary characters, including Napoleon's
tragically-noble official British minder on Elba, Neil Campbell, forever disgraced for
having let "Boney" slip away; and his young second wife, Marie Louise who was
twenty-two to Napoleon's forty-four, at the time of his abdication. What emerges is
a surprising new perspective on one of history's most consequential figures, which
both subverts and celebrates his legendary persona.

How I Became One of the Invisible
A father's powerful and poignant memoir. Peter Barham lost his daughter, Debbie,
to anorexia at the age of 26. Debbie was a talented BBC comedy writer whose
death shocked the media world. The story centres around the 9 months Debbie
lived with Peter and his moving search to know more about his daughter and make
sense of it all after her death.A father's poignant memoir of the nine months he
nursed his anorexic daughter and his struggle after her death to make sense of it
all and to know his daughter more fully.Peter Barham left his wife while Debbie was
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just a toddler and had little to do with her until the day she turned up on his
doorstep, weighing just 4 stone. For 9 months he gave Debbie a home - terrified at
times he would find her dead in the morning.Debbie was a successful comedy
writer for such luminaries as Clive Anderson, Rory Bremner and Ned Sherrin, the
frail girl never stopped working. But at times she didn't have the strength to lift her
head from the pillow. Then one day, when Debbie felt stronger she left, leaving a
note.Debbie died of anorexia in her mid twenties, a reclusive inhabitant of a
London docklands flat. The book opens with Peter's harrowing visit to it, after her
death, when he finds that Debbie had sent herself helium balloons via an internet
mail order company the day before she died which bore the get well message,
'Chin up Debs. It can only get better.'

I Am Dangerous
Book 9 in Ved Mehta's Continents of Exile series. Nearly 50 years in the making,
Continents of Exile is one of the great works of twentieth-century autobiography:
the epic chronicle of an Indian family in the twentieth century. From 1930s India to
1950s Oxford and literary New York in the 1960s-80s, this is the story of the postcolonial twentieth century, as uniquely experienced and vividly recounted by Ved
Mehta. In Remembering Mr. Shawn's New Yorker, Ved Mehta provides an
unparalleled glimpse into the inner workings of the one of world's most famous
magazines. He portrays in detail the strange, nurturing atmosphere at the New
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Yorker, and he recounts the earthquakes that shook the magazine as it moved into
the hands of more commercial ownership. At once a tribute to William Shawn - one
of the longest serving editors in the New Yorker's history - Mehta's memoir is also a
joyful tribute to the intricately linked arts of editing, writing, and reading.
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